Why Miss K. should be awarded Teacher of the Year

My teacher Miss K. should be awarded Teacher of the Year as she always makes work fun and will always help you if you don’t understand something. I don’t understand why Miss K. wouldn't win Teacher of the Year.

One of the many reasons Miss K. should win Teacher of the Year is that she always makes work fun. Do you like doing the boring work EVERYDAY? Miss K. will never let that happen. She creates fun activities instead of worksheets that will make you actually want to learn. Also Miss K. lets us work on our chromebooks and she is always finding an easier way to teach us.

Do you have a plain classroom? Is it just black, white and absolutely BORING? In our classroom Miss K. decorates it bright colours and ways to help us. She also puts up all our work and our art. It fills the classroom with a great and happy atmosphere. When you leave you are sure to be happy unless you are getting told off (which is really very unlikely).

One another fantastic reason that Miss K. should win Teacher of the Year always loves to help. If there is a problem on the playground she will find a good way to sort it out, like saying three things nice about each other. You will always make friends again if Miss K solves your problem. You know sometimes when somethings just don’t make sense? Miss K will sit down and explain it to you in a much simpler way. If you cannot do your work and it’s just to hard, Miss K. will make it easier and adapt your work to what you can do. Not to hard and not to easy.

I think that Miss K. should definitely be rewarded with Teacher of the Year. Our classroom is bright and colourful and our work is fun thanks to her. I hope that you agree with me that Miss K. should win Teacher of the Year.